The sample is size 10 crochet thread. I used a ¾” picot gauge for the picot of the first ring, and eyeball the woven-through picot to about the same size as the picot of the first ring.

Paper Clips on the picots make it easier to join to them on the second side.
The picots turn into knots without the paper clips.

The first ring is (6 – 4) The repeat ones that join to the large ring are (3 + 3 – 4)
The SCMR is (4 woven picot 3 – 3)
Do the SCMR for the tricky ring to weave the picots. The thread end must be able to go through the picot.

Thread goes Over Under through the picot of the first ring, then back Over Under through the picot next to the paper clip

Continue tatting the SCMR
The chains are 2 DS between picots

The large ring is 2 DS between the 13 picots

Second side Shuttle and Ball CTM
Just rings chains and joins.

Stitch counts for the rings and chains are the same as the first side.

Follow the photos to see where to join. ENJOY!